INTRODUCTION
With the high-speed expansion of multimedia data, data resources are centrally stored on on-demand deployment equipment, which is not belong to a particular media client, and media data resources are shared by all media users, and multimedia computing tasks are handled by various distributed computing entities.
We build multimedia network computing system based on IP-SAN [1] , which consists of numerous media client hosts (initiator) and one multimedia server (target), and a Gigabit switch Ethernet. The multimedia server provides the media data resources such as Video, Music and Games for client hosts. The client host can acquire media data from the multimedia server through its iSCSI HBA [2] , which is build by a dual port Gigabit NIC with iSCSI/TCP/TP protocol stack.
After building the multimedia network computing systems, we test its media data download performance. Test results show that, if there is only one or a few media client hosts download data from the multimedia server, the host's data access efficiency can reach or exceed the local PC's data access. However, when many media client hosts launched or request for large amounts of media data transmission simultaneously, the multimedia server will suffered by overburdened network link loading, that significantly degrade the media data access performance of client hosts.
To solve this problem, we introduce a method of When the transparent agent detect that there are few client hosts are simultaneously reading common media data from multimedia server, it create a multicast group address and send multicast session announcement containing the multicast group address to media client hosts. Client hosts listen on the multicast port after receiving the multicast session announce.
After the multicast transmittance finished, the missing data from multicast transmittance is retransmitted via iSCSI I-T session.
B. Data transfer process of MDAS
After the media client host receives multicast session announcement via iSCSI I-T session, the multicast session announcement is transferred to the MDAS manager, which establishes the receiving buffer queue, and return response messages of multicast session announcement to multimedia server. After receiving the response message for multicast, multimedia server sets up the multicast transmittance. The multicast data is first transmitted to multicast group address of switch, then the switch forward the multicast data to client hosts which have joined in the multicast group. The client host in multicast group saves multicast data into its own buffer queue, which is maintained by its MDAS manager.
MDAS manager compare the content of buffer to I/O request from multimedia application, and if there are missing data, the missing data will be transmitted via iSCSI I-T session by multimedia server. In this way, the reliability of multicast is guaranteed by the iSCSI I-T session. The order of media data transfer is shown as Figure 2 . 
C. Expansion of iSCSI definition for MDAS
Because the IETF iSCSI protocol does not define the operation for multicast session, we have to do some expansion to iSCSI protocol so that iSCSI I-T session can interpret and respond multicast session announce. The opcode of iSCSI PDU is declared in its basic header structure, which is shown in Figure 3 . The generic iSCSI protocol has reserved some opcodes for vendor specific codes, so we can define the multicast opcode in ISCSI PDU for MDAS. We define the 0x2d as multicast session announcement opcode in the basic header structure of iSCSI PDU for target and the 0x1d as multicast response opcode in the basic header structure of iSCSI PDU for initiator. 
III. THE TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We build the multimedia network computing system without MDAS at first and test the I/O performance. The test results are shown in Figure 4 . From the test results, we can see that when there are less than four media client hosts download 100MB media data file simultaneously from multimedia server, the average download time of client hosts is equal or less than that of the local PC IDE hard drive.
However, if there are more than 16 client hosts download simultaneously in the multimedia network computing system, the average download time of client hosts is sharply increased, and when there are 32 client hosts launch simultaneously in the system, the average download time reaches six times of the local PC IDE hard drive. To solve this problem, we introduce the MDAS method into the multimedia network computing system and test the average media data access performance of client hosts in multimedia network computing system with MDAS, and the test results are shown in Figure 5 . From the test results, we can see that after introducing the MDAS method, the multimedia network computing system has stability even though there are many client hosts download media data simultaneously. The average download time for multimedia applications in client hosts drop to 45% compared to without MDAS, and the average media data access performance of client hosts is similar to local PC IDE hard drive's media data access.
Without MD AS
The advantage of MDAS method is that it detaches the network link path of multimedia network computing system to two paths: one is the iSCSI I-T session on TCP link path, the other is the reliable media data multicast session on UDP link path. More importantly, the multicast session create one multicast path instead of iSCSI I-T sessions between the multimedia server and client hosts for transfer shared data, so that the network load of multimedia sever is reduced markedly. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 
